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Escherichia coli GlpE Is a Prototype
Sulfurtransferase for the Single-Domain
Rhodanese Homology Superfamily

than to bovine or Azotobacter vinelandii rhodaneses.
Sequence searches through completed genomes indi-
cate that GlpE can be considered to be the prototype
structure for the ubiquitous single-domain rhodanese
module.
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Sulfurtransferases (E.C. 2.8.1.x) are widespread en-Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
zymes, found in all major evolutionary phyla, yet theirBlacksburg, Virginia 24061
biological role is largely debated. The thiosulfate:cya-3Department of Physics
nide sulfurtransferases, or rhodaneses (E.C. 2.8.1.1),INFM
catalyze the transfer of a sulfane sulfur atom from thio-University of Genova c/o Advanced
sulfate to cyanide; the 3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtrans-Biotechnology Center
ferases (MST, E.C. 2.8.1.2) catalyze the same sulfaneLargo R. Benzi 10
sulfur transfer reaction, using 3-mercaptopyruvate as a16132 Genova
sulfur donor [1]. Rhodaneses and MSTs display evidentItaly
amino acid sequence homology (about 40% identical4 National Institute for Cancer Research
residues), indicative of a common evolutionary originc/o Advanced Biotechnology Center
and similar three-dimensional folds [2]. The best-char-Largo R. Benzi 10
acterized sulfurtransferase is bovine rhodanese (Rho-16132 Genova
bov), which catalyzes the formation of sulfite and thiocy-Italy
anate from thiosulfate and cyanide [3, 4]. In the course
of catalysis, the enzyme cycles between a sulfur-free
form and a persulfurated intermediate, hosting the per-

Summary sulfide sulfur atom on the catalytic Cys residue. Given
its abundance in bovine liver mitochondria, Rhobov has

Background: Rhodanese domains are structural mod- been deemed as primarily involved in cyanide detoxifi-
ules occurring in the three major evolutionary phyla. cation [1]. However, other functional roles for rhodanese
They are found as single-domain proteins, as tandemly enzymes have been proposed, including sulfur insertase
repeated modules in which the C-terminal domain only in the biosynthesis and/or repair of iron-sulfur clusters,
bears the properly structured active site, or as members involvement in sulfur metabolism, or interaction with
of multidomain proteins. Although in vitro assays show thioredoxin [4–8].
sulfurtransferase or phosphatase activity associated The three-dimensional structures of two known sulfur-
with rhodanese or rhodanese-like domains, specific bio- transferases, Rhobov and Azotobacter vinelandii rho-
logical roles for most members of this homology super- danese (RhdA) [9, 10], have shown that, in spite of limited
family have not been established. sequence similarity (22% identical residues), both en-

zymes are composed of two structurally similar domains
Results: Eight ORFs coding for proteins consisting of that may have originated by ancestral gene duplication
(or containing) a rhodanese domain bearing the poten- [9]. These domains, henceforth called rhodanese do-
tially catalytic Cys have been identified in the Esche- mains, both display a typical �/� topology. The essential
richia coli K-12 genome. One of these codes for the Cys residue, located in the C-terminal domain of both
12-kDa protein GlpE, a member of the sn-glycerol 3-phos- enzymes, is the first residue of a 5 amino acid loop
phate (glp) regulon. The crystal structure of GlpE, re- (the active-site loop) that folds in a cradle-like structure
ported here at 1.06 Å resolution, displays �/� topology defining the enzyme catalytic pocket. The catalytic Cys
based on five � strands and five � helices. The GlpE thiol is located at the bottom of the pocket, within a
catalytic Cys residue is persulfurated and enclosed in strongly positive electrostatic field generated by the ar-
a structurally conserved 5-residue loop in a region of chitecture of the active site and by the surrounding basic
positive electrostatic field. residues [11]. In spite of the similar thiosulfate:cyanide

sulfurtransferase activity and the conserved catalytic
Cys residue, the amino acid composition and the loca-Conclusions: Relative to the two-domain rhodanese

enzymes of known three-dimensional structure, GlpE tion of charged residues in the active-site region of Rho-
bov and RhdA are widely distinct [10].displays substantial shortening of loops connecting �

helices and � sheets, resulting in radical conformational Recently, the rhodanese fold has been unexpectedly
observed in the structure of the catalytic domains ofchanges surrounding the active site. As a consequence,

GlpE is structurally more similar to Cdc25 phosphatases the human cell cycle-control phosphatases Cdc25A and
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Cdc25B [12, 13], which host the active-site Cys residue (part of the cryoprotectant solution), and 2 acetate
anions (see Table 1).at a strictly comparable site, despite the negligible

amino acid sequence similarity to the rhodanese family. A single GlpE molecule is observed in the crystallo-
graphic asymmetric unit of the trigonal crystal form ana-Moreover, genome sequencing has shown that ORFs

coding for rhodanese (or MST) homologs are present in lyzed. In the crystalline lattice, each GlpE molecule
establishes direct contacts with eight neighbors. Inter-most eubacteria, archea, and eukaryota (see, e.g., COG

[14] or SMART [15]). Often, several genes coding for molecular interactions involve an interface of, at most,
458 Å2, for a total of 2237 Å2, representing 37% of thedistinct “rhodanese-like” proteins are found in the same

genome, suggesting that the encoded proteins may total GlpE surface (5980 Å2). Intermolecular interactions
are mostly based on van der Waals contacts, with onlyhave distinct biological functions.

From the structural viewpoint, rhodanese-like pro- four hydrogen bonds. Although GlpE is reported to
adopt a dimeric assembly under native gel chromatogra-teins are either found in the usual tandem domain ar-

rangement or are composed of a single rhodanese do- phy conditions [8], analysis of the molecular packing
does not allow identification of a firm dimeric assemblymain. Examples of single rhodanese domain proteins

are the sulfide dehydrogenase (Sud) from Wolinella suc- for the crystallized enzyme. More specifically, crystalline
GlpE does not mimic the (covalent) tandem-domain ar-cinogenes [16] and the dark-inducible, senescence-asso-

ciated protein Ntdin from Nicotiana tabacum (EMBL ac- rangement observed in RhdA and in Rhobov, in which
the domain interface covers about 2200 Å2 [10].cession number, Q9MBD6). Finally, rhodanese domains

are also found as modules in multidomain proteins dis- As anticipated by the weak but significant amino acid
sequence homology to other rhodanese enzymes, GlpEplaying widely different enzymatic activities. For exam-

ple, a rhodanese domain is found in the C-terminal part adopts the three-dimensional fold typical of a single
�/� rhodanese domain (see Figures 1 and 4a). Suchof ThiI, a 482 amino acid enzyme from Escherichia coli

involved in the biosynthesis of thiamin and 4-thiouridine structural similarity, however, was not sufficient to allow
solution of the GlpE structure via molecular replacement[17], and in the NADH oxidase (NoxA-3) from Archaeo-

globus fulgidus. techniques. The three-dimensional structure of GlpE is
based on a central parallel � sheet composed of five �The E. coli genome [18] encodes eight proteins con-

taining rhodanese domains with the putative active-site strands, in the order 1, 5, 4, 2, and 3 (�A, �E, �D, �B,
and �C in Figure 1b), arranged in the conventional coun-Cys residue at the expected position. One of them is

GlpE, a 12-kDa protein that displays weak but significant terclockwise twist. Two and three � helices pack against
each side of the � sheet, respectively. A second antipar-sequence similarity (17% identical residues) to the C-ter-

minal domain of RhdA, with a Cys residue (Cys65) allel, small � sheet, formed by residues 36–37 and 104–
105, may be involved in structural stabilization of thematching the expected sulfurtransferase active-site lo-

cation [8]. Biochemical characterization in vitro has protein’s C-terminal segment.
shown that GlpE may act as a rhodanese catalyzing,
although with low efficiency, the sulfur transfer reaction

GlpE Active Sitefrom thiosulfate to cyanide [8]. To shed more light on the
The active-site residue Cys65 is the first amino acid offunction of GlpE, in the context of a wider investigation of
the active-site loop connecting the central � strand (�D,the biological role and structural adaptability of rho-
residues 61–64) of the 5-stranded � sheet to the 70–81danese modules, we determined the three-dimensional
�D helix. The active-site loop (-Cys65-Tyr66-His67-structure of GlpE (at 1.06 Å resolution) and that of its
Gly68-Asn69-Ser70-, Figure 2a) forms a cradle-like,intermediate in the sulfurtransferase catalytic cycle. The
semicircular structure centered around the Cys65 S�structural properties of GlpE are compared with those
atom. Native GlpE crystals display a strong electronof homologous sulfurtransferases and are discussed in
density peak, 2.11 Å from the Cys65 S� atom (Figure 2a).light of multiple rhodanese domains encoded by the
For this density feature, anomalous Fourier differencegenomes of E. coli and other organisms.
maps (at 0.990 Å X-ray wavelength) showed an anoma-
lous signal (6.0 �) very similar to that of the S� atom of
Cys65 (7.5 �). Such an observation, together with theResults
observed bond length, strongly suggests the presence
of an extra sulfur atom (S�) involved in a persulfide bondOverall Three-Dimensional Structure of GlpE

The 1.06 Å crystal structure of GlpE was solved using with the Cys65 S� atom. In native GlpE, the persulfide
S� atom (B factor, 12.6 Å2) is at the center of a hydrogenthe SIRAS (single isomorphous replacement with anom-

alous scattering) method on a single heavy atom deriva- bond radial network built by the five main chain amide
groups of the active-site loop and by the hydroxyl grouptive obtained by soaking GlpE native crystals in HoSO4

solutions, as described in the Experimental Procedures. of Ser70 (Figure 2a). The S� atom may also be involved
in hydrogen bonds with two water molecules located inThe initial phases, calculated at 2.0 Å resolution, were

improved by solvent flattening and phase extension to front of the active site (S�-O distances, 3.34 Å and 3.35 Å;
Figure 2a).the resolution limit of 1.06 Å. The GlpE model (108 amino

acids) could then be entirely built in the experimental Native GlpE crystals also display electron density cor-
responding to an alternate conformation for Cys65,electron density map, which resulted in outstanding

quality, and could be refined to a final R factor of 12.8% characterized by a 110� rotation of the thiol group about
the C�-C� axis. In this minor conformer, Cys65 does(Rfree � 15.1%). The final GlpE model (847 protein atoms)

contains 97 water molecules, 7 ethanediol molecules not bear the persulfide sulfur, the S� atom being located
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Table 1. Crystal Structure Analysis

Native Holmium Derivative KCN Soak

Data Collection Statistics

Resolution limit (Å) 1.06 2.0 1.8
X-ray source synchrotron (0.910 Å) synchrotron (0.939 Å) CuK� (1.54 Å)
Mosaicity (�) 0.45 0.5 0.7
Number of observations 555,366 55,737 64,419
Unique reflections 45,040 6,806 9,094
Completeness (%) 99.6 97.0 95.7
I/�(I) 42.7 15.9 22.7
Rsym (%)a 2.3 7.8 3.2
Outer resolution shell completeness (%) 93.6 74.0 84.7
Outer resolution shell Rsym (%) a 28.1 8.1 23.4
Phasing power b 2.2
Anomalous phasing powerc 4.3
Overall figure of merit 0.72

Refinement Statistics

Nonhydrogen atoms
Protein 847 846
Solvent 106 82

R factor (%)d 12.8 17.7
Rfree (%)e 15.1 24.8
Rmsd

Bond distances (Å) 0.018 0.013
Bond angle distances (�) 2.3 1.4

Average B factor
Main chain atoms (Å2) 13.5 24.7
Side chain atoms (Å2) 17.4 28.6

a Rsym � �|(I 	 
I�)|/�(I), where I is the observed intensity.
b Phasing power � �|FH/�||FPHobs| 	 |FPHcalc||.
c Anomalous phasing power � �|FH (imag)|/�||FPHobs| 	 |FPHcalc||.
d R factor � �|Fobs 	 Fcalc|/�Fobs.
e Rfree was calculated on 5% randomly selected reflections, which were not included in the refinement.

on a side of the catalytic pocket, hydrogen bonded to Structural Bases of the Sulfurtransferase Activity
To confirm on a structural basis the in vitro-observedthe Ser70 O� atom. The occupancies of the first (persul-
thiosulfate:cyanide sulfutransferase activity [8], nativefurated) and the second (persulfide free) Cys65 conform-
(i.e., 80% persulfurated) GlpE crystals were treated withers were evaluated as 80% and 20%, respectively. The
cyanide, as described in the Experimental Procedurespresence of two conformational states may be related
(Table 1), and the resulting crystal structure was ana-to the purification protocol adopted for GlpE, in which
lyzed at 2.0 Å resolution (R factor � 17.7%, Rfree �two distinct peaks obtained from anion-exchange chro-
24.8%). As expected, cyanide soaking led to removalmatography, possibly corresponding to distinct active-
of the Cys65 persulfide S� atom. The Cys65 side chainsite conformation/ionization states of GlpE, were pooled
was still observed as a mixture of two alternate confor-together for crystallization purposes (see the Experi-
mations, close to those observed in native GlpE crystalsmental Procedures).
(Figure 2b), each with a relative occupancy of 50%. AnThe active-site loop main chain conformation closely
electron density peak at the center of the catalyticmatches that observed in RhdA and Rhobov (C�-C�
pocket falls at 2.77 Å from the Cys65 S� atom. Suchrmsd calculated over the five residues of the active-site
contact distance is compatible with the presence of aloop, 0.32 Å and 0.36 Å, respectively), in spite of the
Na� ion at this position, stabilized by coulombic interac-distinct amino acid composition (Figure 3). Five peptide
tion with Cys65 thiolate. Moreover, the Cys65 S� atom

dipoles provided by amino acids 66–70 aim at the center
is at hydrogen bonding distance from the main chain

of the catalytic pocket, leading to the establishment of amide groups of the residues that form the active-site
a positive electrostatic field surrounding the catalytic loop: Try66 (3.33 Å), Gly68 (3.42 Å), Asn69 (3.60 Å), and
residue. The estimated strength of the electrostatic field, Ser70 (3.55 Å), as well as from the Ser70 O � atom (3.28 Å),
calculated by using a linearized Poisson-Boltzman equa- where the S�-N distance is given within parentheses.
tion as implemented in DELPHI [19], reaches the value Following the observation that, in RhdA, the active-
of 13 kT/e, a value similar to that calculated for RhdA site Cys persulfide could be cleaved by phosphor-con-
and Rhobov (18 kT/e and 19 kT/e, respectively). These taining compounds [20], native GlpE crystals were soaked
findings indicate that the strength and shape of the elec- in K2HPO4 and in H3PO2 solutions. Crystallographic anal-
trostatic field is primarily dependent on the main chain ysis showed that neither compound was able to remove
conformation of the active-site loop, rather than on the the Cys65 persulfide sulfur or to affect the active-site

conformation. This agrees with the observation by Rayamino acid composition.
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Figure 1. Stereo Representation of GlpE Three-Dimensional Structure

(a) C� trace. Every tenth residue and the N- and C-terminal residues are labeled.
(b) Ribbon diagram. Labels for secondary structure elements forming the �/� rhodanese fold are the same as those previously adopted for
Rhobov and RhdA [9, 10]. The active-site loop is shown in pink, with the active-site Cys65 represented in ball-and-stick. All drawings were
prepared with MOLSCRIPT [50] and Raster3D [51].

et al. [8] that there are no phosphate inhibitory effects on folds (in both domains) against the other rhodanese do-
the sulfurtransferase activity of GlpE. main (Figure 4a). In GlpE, instead, the minimal size of

�B-�C and �C-�C linkers results in a substantial struc-
tural modification of the surface region surrounding theComparison with Rhodaneses and Cdc25
catalytic pocket, which falls on a convex region of GlpE,Phosphatase Enzymes: Conserved
as opposed to a depression in the protein surface ofStructural Signatures
RhdA or Rhobov.As described above, the three-dimensional structure of

Despite the above considerations, the active-site mainGlpE is clearly related to that of the C-terminal (catalytic)
chain conformation is strongly preserved in GlpE, RhdA,domain of the other two rhodanese enzymes of known
and Rhobov. In spite of the observed amino acid variabil-structure, Rhobov or RhdA [9, 10]. However, the con-
ity (Figure 3), the active-site loop conformation in thenecting loops within the �/� rhodanese domain are
three proteins is such that only the side chain of theshortened in GlpE to a minimal length, resulting in a
residue at position Cys�3 points away from the active108-residue protein, while the C-terminal domains of
site, whereas the other four side chains are oriented toRhdA and Rhobov are composed of 127 and 136 amino
putatively interact with the substrate (see Figures 2aacids, respectively. In particular, the linker peptide con-
and 2b). At least two polar (often charged) residuesnecting �B to �C spans 18 residues in Rhobov, where
are observed at these four sites in rhodanese enzymes.it folds in front of the active-site Cys247; this loop
Such a conserved trend is likely related to substrateis 12 amino acids shorter in GlpE (Figures 3 and 4a).
binding/selectivity and/or to the stabilization of the per-Moreover, the structural comparisons highlight the role
sulfurated form of the enzyme.of the �C-�C linker in stabilizing the tandem domain

Notably, structural comparison with the catalytic sub-arrangement of RhdA and Rhobov where, due to the
interdomain pseudo two-fold axis, the linker peptide unit of the human cell cycle phosphatase Cdc25A [12]
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Figure 2. Stereo Representation of the GlpE Active-Site Loop

(a) The active site as observed in native GlpE, with the persulfide sulfur atom (S�) bound to the Cys65 S� atom. The electron density map
(2Fo-Fc) is contoured at 1.0 �. Hydrogen bonds involving S� in its major conformer are shown as red lines. Hydrogen bonds involving the two
water molecules observed in front of the active site are not drawn for clarity. O, N, C, and S atoms are represented in red, blue, black, and
yellow, respectively. The two alternate Cys65 conformations are shown in gray and light blue, respectively. The drawing was prepared with
BOBSCRIPT [52].
(b) Sulfur-free GlpE after soaking with KCN, showing a sodium cation (in magenta) at the center of the active site, bound to the active-site
Cys65 thiol group.

shows that the overall structural similarity between GlpE of conserved amino acids that may define signatures of
functional and/or structural importance. Apart from theand Cdc25A (rmsd of 1.80 Å, calculated over 96 equiva-

lent C� pairs) is higher than for GlpE-RhdA (rmsd of active-site Cys residues, two other amino acids, Asp25
and Arg27 (GlpE numbering is used), are conserved in2.14 Å, calculated over 101 C� pairs) or GlpE-Rhobov

(rmsd of 2.13 Å, calculated over 97 C� pairs). Similar these enzymes (Figure 3) and in most other rhodanese
domains [10]. In all known rhodanese and Cdc25 phos-results are obtained when GlpE is compared with

Cdc25B [13]. In particular, the �B-�C and the �C-�C phatase structures, Asp25 and Arg27 form a hydrogen-
bonded salt bridge. As Asp25 is totally buried in thelinker peptides match quite well in GlpE and Cdc25A

(Figures 3 and 4b), resulting in very similar main chain protein core and the guanidinium group of Arg27 is only
minimally exposed to the solvent (14 Å2), the contributionconformations surrounding both catalytic centers. Con-

versely, the opposite faces of each protein (relative to of this interaction to the overall free energy of the rho-
danese-like domain must be substantial.the active site) display substantial structural deviations,

as indicated by the �A-�B, �C-�D, and �D-�E loops
(Figures 3 and 4b), which are longer in Cdc25 enzymes, Discussion
possibly related to the association with the N-terminal
(regulatory) Cdc25 domain (full-length Cdc25A and The model of GlpE described herein provides the first

three-dimensional structure of an enzyme acting in vitroCdc25B are 523 and 566 amino acids long, respectively).
The structure-based sequence alignment of known as a sulfurtransferase, based on a single rhodanese do-

main. Comparison of GlpE with the catalytic domain ofrhodanese modules GlpE, RhdA, and Rhobov and of
Cdc25 phophatases (Figure 3) allows for identification Rhobov and RhdA highlights a substantial editing of
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Figure 3. Multiple Sequence Alignment of the Rhodanese Structures and of Cdc25A and Cdc25B Phosphatases

The sequence alignment was obtained by optimal structural superposition on GlpE, taken as reference, of the C-terminal domains of RhdA
and Rhobov, and the catalytic domain of Cdc25A and Cdc25B phosphatases. Residues assuming �-helical, 310-helical, or � strand conformation
are included in yellow, magenta, and gray boxes, respectively. Labels for � helices and � strands defining the �/� rhodanese fold are reported
on the first line. Active-site loop residues are shown in red. The amino acid sequence of ThiI and Sud, for which sulfurtransferase activity has
been reported, are also shown. Three single amino acid insertions in the Cdc25A and Cdc25B sequences have been represented as small
characters below the respective sequence at the corresponding position. Asterisks denote invariant residues.

the loops connecting the secondary structure elements, transferase activities [8, 17, 25, 26]. Wolinella succino-
genes Sud has been recently characterized as a polysul-which include 39% of GlpE residues, as opposed to

62% and 57% in RhdA and Rhobov, respectively. fide:cyanide sulfurtransferase [27], while biochemically
characterized MSTs include proteins from rat, A. thali-The GlpE active-site loop is structurally reminiscent

of the phosphate binding loop observed in members of ana, and E. coli [28–31]. Comparison of their in vitro
activities reveals quite distinct catalytic efficiencies. Forthe protein tyrosine phosphatase and Cdc25 phospha-

tase protein families. The loops in the phosphatases, instance, GlpE has rather high Km values for both thiosul-
fate and cyanide, and the enzyme is inactivated uponhowever, are one residue longer. The peculiar active-

site loop conformation contributes to the buildup of a prolonged treatment with thiosulfate [8]. These observa-
tions raise questions about the actual physiological signifi-positive electrostatic field, expected to lower the pKa of

the catalytic Cys residue to values as low as 6.5 in cance of these compounds as GlpE substrates. Moreover,
the observed ability of phosphate- and hypophosphite-rhodanese enzymes [21–23]. A similar pKa shift for the

catalytic Cys residue has been observed in Yersinia tyro- containing compounds to cleave the active-site persul-
fide in RhdA suggests that sulfurtransfer to cyanide maysine phosphatase, which displays a similar active-site

loop structure [24]. not represent the primary biological function, at least
for some rhodanese-like proteins [20].GlpE, as well as RhdA, displays a stable persulfurated

native enzyme form [10, 20]. Stabilization of the persul- Despite the increasing amount of structural informa-
tion, there remains the open question of the identifica-furated catalytic Cys is supported by an extensive hy-

drogen bonding network radially centered on the persul- tion of the true biological substrates, either proteins or
small molecules, that donate and remove the persulfidefide sulfur, reflecting a precise tailoring (and likely

substrate selectivity) of the catalytic pocket. The lack sulfur from the active-site Cys residue. As is the case
for Cdc25 phosphatases, substrate selectivity may beof inhibitory or structural effects of phosphate or hypo-

phosphite on GlpE [8] does not match the behavior of very tight.
RhdA, where these compounds remove the persulfide
sulfur [20]. The latter property may be linked to the pres- Biological Implications
ence of Arg235 as the last residue in the RhdA active-
site loop (Ser70 in GlpE). Arg is also found in this position The complete sequencing of a variety of genomes has

shown that multiple ORFs coding for rhodanese-likein Cdc25 phosphatases and likely provides stabilization
for an active-site anion. proteins are often present in the same genome. In partic-

ular, the E. coli genome contains eight ORFs coding forThe observed abundance of potentially functional rho-
danese-like proteins in the E. coli genome as well as in proteins composed of at least one rhodanese domain,

with a putatively catalytic Cys at the expected position.other genomes, together with the amino acid variability
observed around the catalytic Cys residue, strongly sug- Three of them code for proteins GlpE, PspE, and YgaP,

which are comprised of a single rhodanese domain. Thegests that members of this homology superfamily may
play distinct biological roles. In vitro assays have shown GlpE three-dimensional structure has been shown here

to match that of the catalytic domain of prokaryoticthat GlpE, RhdA, E. coli ThiI, and Arabidopsis thaliana
AtRDH1 and AtRDH2 display thiosulfate:cyanide sulfur- and eukaryotic tandem-domain rhodaneses. Two other
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Figure 4. Structural Comparisons between GlpE, RhdA, and Cdc25A Phosphatase

(a) GlpE versus RhdA C-terminal domain. GlpE and RhdA molecules are shown in green and pink, respectively. RhdA �B-�C and �C-�C
linkers are represented in yellow. The catalytic Cys residues are represented in ball-and-stick.
(b) GlpE versus Cdc25A catalytic domain; the two enzymes are shown in green and blue, respectively.

proteins, SseA and YnjE, are composed of two rho- knockout mutants, as well as the use of bioinformatic
approaches based on recurring instances of neigh-danese domains, with the C-terminal domain containing

the putatively catalytic Cys. Three ORFs code for pro- boring genes in distinct genomes, will likely provide a
more definite answer to the biological roles and sub-teins ThiI (482 amino acids), YbbB (364 amino acids), and

YceA (350 amino acids) that contain a single rhodanese strates of this ubiquitous protein superfamily.
module in the context of a larger protein construct. Sul-
furtransferase activity has been previously described for Experimental Procedures
ThiI and SseA. The amino acid variability observed for

Protein Expression, Purification, and Crystallizationthe putative active-site loops in the identified homologs
GlpE was subcloned and overexpressed in E. coli strainsuggests diversification of substrate specificity, while
BL21(DE3)(pMS421), following the previously described protocol,maintaining enzymatic activities related to the forma-
with minor modifications [8, 32]. Protein purification was performed

tion, interconversion, and transport of compounds con- by freeze-thaw treatment, followed by anion-exchange chromatog-
taining sulfane sulfur atoms. The significant sequence raphy. Two partially overlapping peaks, eluted at 160 mM and 180

mM NaCl, contained most of the rhodanese activity and exhibitedsimilarity that relates GlpE to the periplasmic sulphide
close electrophoretic mobility. For crystallization purposes, the twodehydrogenase (Sud) from W. succinogenes, for which
peaks were pooled and concentrated by step elution chromatogra-sulfurtransferase activity has been described recently,
phy. The final GlpE preparation displayed no detectable impuritiesas well as the strong structural similarity to Cdc25 phos-
as assessed by Coomassie blue staining (15% SDS polyacrylamide

phatases further points to GlpE as the prototypical gel, 3 g GlpE per lane). Rhodanese activity of purified GlpE, mea-
structure for single-domain rhodanese-like enzymes. sured according to the conventional Sorbo assay [3], was �200 U

mg	1, where 1 U is the amount of enzyme catalyzing the transforma-Genetic techniques, such as the generation of multiple
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tion of 1 mol of substrate per minute. For crystallization purposes, modules, a PSI-BLAST search was carried out on the sequence
database [49]. As a result, 446 ORFs coding for proteins containingthe purified protein was brought to a final concentration of 8 mg

ml	1, in the presence of 50 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.0), 3 mM EDTA, 100 at least one rhodanese module, with the putative catalytic Cys at
the expected position (including members of the Cdc25 phosphatasemM NaCl, and 10% (v/v) glycerol. Crystals of optimal quality were

obtained with the hanging drop setup. The precipitant solution family, which were identified by the presence of a longer catalytic loop),
were found. Eight of these were part of the E. coli K-12 genome [18].contained 0.1 M CaCl2, 0.1 M CH3COONa (pH 4.6), and 20% (v/v)

2-propanol, as described previously [32].
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